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Abstract
The systematic study of multiple structures, made necessary (and pos-
sible) by the notion of scheme introduced by Grothendieck, began with
the papers [Fo], [Fe] and was continuated in [BF1] and [M1], [M2], [M3]
(the last three use also ideeas from [PS]). In [BF1], [BF2], along the clas-
sification, up to multiplicity 4, of multiple locally complete intersection
(lci for short) structures on a smooth curve embedded in a smooth three-
fold, general classes of multiple structures are introduced, the so-called
“primitive” and “quasiprimitive” structures. The primitive ones are char-
acterized by the fact that, locally, they are defined by equations of the
type xn = 0, y = 0, z = 0, . . . , u = 0; the quasiprimitive ones are those
which are generically primitive. The general study of these structures was
continued by several authors, from which we mention [Bo], [Dr1], [Dr2],
[Dr3], [Dr4].
In this paper we give the construction of a class of multiple locally
complete intersection (lci for short) structures on a smooth algebraic vari-
ety as support. This class contains the lci structures defined locally by the
“the next“ monomial equations, namely those which are defined locally
by equations of the form xn = 0, y2 = 0, z = 0, . . . , u = 0.
1 Preliminaries
Let X be a smooth connected algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field
k. A (locally) Cohen-Macaulay scheme Y is called a multiple structure on X if
the subjacent reduced scheme Yred is X . In this case all the local rings of Y
have the same multiplicity (cf. [M2]), which is called the multiplicity of Y . Let
Y be embedded in a smooth variety P . Let I be the (sheaf) ideal of X in P
and J be the ideal of Y in P . Let m be the positive integer such that Im 6⊂ J ,
Im+1 ⊂ J . To Y one associates canonically three filtrations. They are:
1. Let I(ℓ) be the ideal obtained throwing away the embedded components of
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Iℓ + J and let Zℓ be the corresponding scheme. This gives the Ba˘nica˘-Forster
filtration (cf. [BF2]):
OY = I
(0) ⊃ I = I(1) ⊃ I(2) ⊃ . . . ⊃ I(m) ⊃ I(m+1) = 0
X = Z1 ⊂ Z2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Zm ⊂ Zm+1 = Y
Zℓ are not, in general, Cohen-Macaulay. But this is true if dim(X) = 1. The
graded associated object B(Y ) =
⊕m
ℓ=0 I
(ℓ)/I(ℓ+1) is naturally a graded OX -
algebra. If the schemes Zℓ are Cohen-Macaulay, the graded components of B(Y )
are locally free sheaves on X .
2. Let Xℓ be defined by Iℓ = J : I
m+1−ℓ. When Xℓ are Cohen-Macaulay, the
quotients Iℓ/Iℓ+1 are locally free sheaves on X . Again, if dim(X) = 1, Xℓ are
Cohen-Macaulay. This is also true if Y is lci (i.e. locally complete intersection)
of multiplicity at most 6 (cf. [M2]). In general this is not always the case. This
filtration was considered in [M1].
3. Let Yℓ be the scheme given by Jℓ = J : Im+1−ℓ = J : (J : I
ℓ). When
Xℓ is Cohen-Macaulay, Yℓ has the same property. The graded object A(Y ) =⊕m
ℓ=0 Jℓ/Jℓ+1 is a graded OX -algebra and M(Y ) =
⊕m
ℓ=0 Iℓ/Iℓ+1 is a graded
A(Y )-module. This filtration was considered in [M2].
The system of the graded components (A0(Y ), . . .Am(Y );M0(Y ), . . .Mm(Y ))
is called the type of Y . Y is called of free type when all the graded pieces are
locally free. As already remarked, in dimension 1, or if Y is lci of multiplicity
up to 6, this is the case.
The previous filtrations have the following properties:
1) In general the above filtrations are different. Take for instance X = Spec(k),
Y = Spec(k[x, y]/(x3, xy, y4)), P = Spec(k[x, y])
2) Zℓ ⊂ Yℓ ⊂ Xℓ
2’) there are canonical morphisms: B(Y )→ A(Y )→M(Y )
3) The multiplications
Aℓ1(Y )⊗Aℓ2(Y ) → Aℓ1+ℓ2(Y )
Aℓ1(Y )⊗Mℓ2(Y ) → Mℓ1+ℓ2(Y )
are never the zero maps for ℓ1, ℓ2 ≥ 0, ℓ1 + ℓ2 ≤ m (cf. [M2]).
4) From the definitions, one has the exact sequences:
0→Mℓ(Y )→ OXℓ+1 → OXℓ → 0
0→ Aℓ(Y )→ OYℓ+1 → OYℓ → 0
5) If Y is Gorenstein of free type, then Xℓ and Ym+1−ℓ are locally algebraically
linked (cf. [M1]). In particular one has the exact sequences:
0→ ωXm+1−ℓ ⊗ ω
−1
Y → OY → OYℓ → 0
0→ ωYm+1−ℓ ⊗ ω
−1
Y → OY → OXℓ → 0
6) Let Y be a free type Cohen-Macaulay multiple structure on a smooth support
X .
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Then (cf [M3]) Y is Gorenstein if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled
:
(a) Am(Y ) andMm(Y ) are line bundles
(b) Am(Y ) =Mm(Y )
(c) The canonical maps:
Aℓ(Y )→ HomOX (Mm−ℓ(Y ),Mm(Y ))
∼=Mm−ℓ(Y )
∨ ⊗Mm(Y )
are isomorphisms.
6’) In particular: if Y is Gorenstein of free type, then (cf also [M2]):
(a) rank Aℓ(Y) = rankMm−ℓ(Y)
(b) Aℓ(Y ) =Mℓ(Y ) iff rank Aℓ(Y) = rank Am−ℓ(Y)
In this paper all the schemes are algebraic schemes over a fixed algebraically
closed field k, of characteristic 0.
2 Some structures of multiplicity 2n
Definitions 1. 1. Let E be a rank 2 vector bundle onX and L be a line bundle on
X . If s is a section of L⊗S2E, locally of the form ℓ⊗(ae21+2be1e2+ce
2
2), (ℓ a local
generator of L and e1, e2 local generators for E), then δ(s) ∈ Γ(X,L
2⊗(detE)2)
is the section defined locally by (b2 − ac)ℓ2 ⊗ (e1 ∧ e2)
2.
When s ∈ Hom(L, S2E) define δ(s) = δ(s⊗ 1L−1) ∈ Γ(X,L
−2 ⊗ (detE)2).
When s ∈ Hom(S2E,L), define δ(s) = δ(s∨) ∈ Γ(X,L2 ⊗ (detE)−2).
Extend this definition also to a surjection ϕ : S2E → F , where F is a vector
bundle of rank 2. Namely, if sϕ : L → S
2E is the kernel of ϕ, then put
δ(ϕ) = δ(sϕ).
2. With L and E as above, for s ∈ Γ(X,L ⊗ SnE), define the Hessian
h(s) ∈ Γ(X,L2⊗ (detE)2⊗S2n−4E) in the obvious way: if s is given locally by
ℓ⊗
∑(n
i
)
aije
i
1e
j
2, then h(s) is locally the Hessian of this symmetric form.
When s ∈ Hom(L, SnE) define h(s) = h(s ⊗ 1L−1) ∈ Γ(X,L
−2 ⊗ (detE)2 ⊗
S2n−4E)
When s ∈ Hom(SnE,L) define h(s) = h(s∨) ∈ Γ(X,L2⊗(detE)−2⊗S2n−4E∨)
Theorem 2.1. Let X ⊂ P be smooth varieties and let I be the ideal sheaf of
X in P . The following construction produces a lci multiple structure Y with
support X, of multiplicity 2n.
Step 1. Take a rank 2 vector bundle E1 on X, a surjection p1 : I/I
2 → E1 and
define I2 := ker(I → I/I
2 → E1). Then it follows:
S2E1 ∼= I
2/II2, S
3E1 ∼= I
3/I2I2 etc.
Step 2. Take E2 a rank 2 vector bundle on X and p2 : I2/II2 → E2, such that
the map µ2 : S
2E1 = I
2/II2 →֒ I2/II2 → E2 is surjective. Take I3 = ker(I2 →
I2/II2 → E2).Then E3 := II2/II3 is a rank 2 vector bundle on X.
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Step 3. Take a surjection p3 : I3/II3 → E3 such that the composition of p3
with the natural inclusion i3 : II2/II3 → I3/II3 is an isomorphism of vector
bundles. Define I4 = ker(I3 → I3/II3 → E3). Then E4 := II3/II4 is a rank 2
vector bundle on X.
...
Step k. (4 ≤ k ≤ n − 2) Take a surjection pk : Ik/IIk → Ek such that the
composition of pk with the natural inclusion ik : Ek = IIk−1/IIk → Ik/IIk is
an isomorphism of vector bundles. Define Ik+1 = ker(Ik → Ik/IIk → Ek).
Then Ek+1 := IIk/IIk+1 is a rank 2 vector bundle on X.
...
Step n-1. Take a surjection pn−1 : In−1/IIn−1 → En−1 such that the com-
position of pn−1 with the natural inclusion in−1 : En−1 = IIn−2/IIn−1 →
In−1/IIn−1 is an isomorphism of vector bundles. Define In = ker(In−1 →
In−1/IIn−1 → En−1).
Step n. Take a line bundle L on X such that c2n−3(L
2⊗(detE1)
−2⊗S2n−4E∨1 ) =
0. Take a surjection pn : In/IIn → L such that µn := pnjn is surjective, where
jn is the canonical map jn : S
nE1 → In/IIn and such that the Hessian of µn
vanishes nowhere. Define In+1 := ker(In → I/IIn → L). Then In+1 defines a
subscheme Y of P which is lci of multiplicity 2n.
One has: ωY ∼= ωX ⊗ L
−1 and B(Y ) = A(Y ) =M(Y ) = OX ⊕ E1 ⊕ . . .⊕
En−1 ⊕ L. Moreover, by [M3], the canonical maps Eℓ → Hom(En−ℓ, L) are
isomorphisms.
Proof. We will determine at each step the local equations of the scheme
defined by Iℓ, i.e. the equations in the completions of the local rings with
respect to their maximal ideals.
Step 1. It is clear that in each point of X there are local parameters
x, y, z, . . . u which define the scheme X in that point such that the ideal I2
is of the form (x2, xy, y2, z, . . . u). As E1 = I/I2, the multiplication map
E1 ⊗ E1 ∼=
I
I2
⊗
I
I2
→
I2
II2
factors through E1 ⊗ E1 → S
2E1 and thus the map S
2E1 → I
2/II2, as a
surjection between rank 3 vector bundles is an isomorphism. In the same way
one shows all the other isomorphisms.
Step 2. A local computation shows that the following three situations can
occur:
a) δ(µ2) = 0. Then, in convenient local coordinates, I3 = (x
3, x2y, y2, z, . . . , u).
a’) δ(µ2) defines an effective nonzero divisor D. Then in the points of this
divisor, in convenient coordinates, I3 = (x
3, x2y, y2 + α2x
2, z, . . . , u), where
α2 = 0 is the local equation of D.
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b) δ(µ2) vanishes nowhere. After a change of variables, one has
I3 = (x
3, xy, y3, z, . . . u).
In all these situations, by local computations, one shows that E3 := II2/II3 is
a rank 2 vector bundle.
Step 3. We treat in the same time the situations a) and a’) from step 2.
One shows easily that, in new local coordinates (i.e. new generators of the
maximal ideal): I4 = (x
4, x3y, y2 + α2x
2 + α3x
3, z, . . . , u) In the case b), one
obtains I4 = (x
4, y4, xy − λx3 − µy3, z, . . . , u). Via the change of coordinates
x = X + µY 2, y = Y + λX2, one gets I4 = (X
4, Y 4, XY, z, . . . , u). In both
cases, by local computations, one shows that E4 := II3/II4 is a rank 2 vector
bundle.
...
Step k. (4 ≤ k ≤ n− 2) By induction, at steps k − 1 and k − 2 we get two
possibilities for the local shape of our ideals:
a) Ik = (x
k, xk−1y, y2 + α2x
2 + . . .+ αk−1x
k−1, z, . . . , u),
Ik−1 = (x
k−1, xk−2y, y2 + α2x
2 + . . .+ αk−2x
k−2, z, . . . , u)
or
b) Ik = (x
k, xy, yk, z, . . . , u),
Ik−1 = (x
k−1, xy, yk−1, z, . . . , u),
In case a), as the local generators of Ek = IIk−1/IIk are x
k, xk−1y, one ob-
tains, in convenient coordinates, Ik+1 = (x
k+1, xky, y2+α2x
2+. . .+αkx
k, z, . . . , u)
In case b), as the local generators of Ek = IIk−1/IIk are x
k, yk one obtains
Ik+1 = (x
k+1, xy−λxk−µyk, yk+1, x2y, xy2, z, . . . , u). With the change y = Y +
λxk−1 one gets Ik+1 = (x
k+1, xY−µ(Y+λxk−1)k, (Y+λxk−1)k+1, x2Y, xY 2, z, . . . , u),
where z, . . .u are changed tacitly. Now, taking x = X + µY k−1, one gets
Ik+1 = (X
k+1, XY, Y k+1, z, . . . , u)
In both cases, by local computations, one shows that Ek+1 := IIk−1/IIk is
a rank 2 vector bundle on X .
Step n− 1 is similar with the previous one, but we are no more interested in
the vector bundle En := IIn−1/IIn.
Step n. We have two cases:
a) In = (x
n, xn−1y, y2 + α2x
2 + . . .+ αn−1x
n−1, z, . . . , u),
or
b) In = (x
n, xy, yn, z, . . . , u).
Take ℓ to be the local generator of the line bundle L.
In case a), µn will have the shape:
µn(x
n−2py2p) = (−α2)
prℓ, µn(x
n−2p−1y2p+1) = (−α2)
psℓ
A direct computation of the Hessian of µn gives:
h(µn) ≡ −(n− 1)
2s2ℓ2x2n−4 mod α2
From here it follows that the condition upon Hessian implies that s is invertible
and then, after some change of coordinates:
In+1 = (x
n, y2 + α2x
2 + . . .+ αn−1x
n−1, z, . . . , u)
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b) In this case the application µn has the form:
µn(x
n) = rℓ, µn(y
n) = sℓ, µn(x
n−pyp) = 0 for p 6= 0 or p 6= n
Then the Hessian will be:
h(µn) = n
2(n− 1)2rsℓ2xn−2yn−2 ,
which shows that both r and s should be invertible.
Then, after a change of coordinates:
In+1 = (x
n + yn, xy, z, . . . , u)

Remark 2.2. Conversely, all multiple structures Y on a smooth variety X
embedded in a smooth variety P , given locally by ideals of the form J =
(xn, y2 + α2x
2 + . . . + αn−1x
n−1, z, . . . , u), or J = (xn + yn, xy, z, . . . , u) are
obtainable by the procedure described in the above theorem.
Remark 2.3. The case n = 2 for curves in threefolds is treated in [BF1], [BF2],
the case n = 3 is covered in [M2].
Example 2.4. The above construction has almost no degree of liberty in codi-
mension 2. We shall exemplify this for the case of a line embedded in P3. Take
X to be a line defined by the homogeneous ideal I = (x, y) and consider u, v to
be the homogeneous coordinates on X . We shall describe the above construc-
tion for n = 2 (whence multiplicity 4) and n = 3 (which gives a multiplicity 6
structure).
Case n = 2. E1 has to be I/I
2 = 2OX(−1) and then I2 = (x
2, xy, y2). The
condition on L is fullfilled only by L = OX(−1). Then I3 = (x
2, y2), in new
coordinates.
Case n = 3. E1 and I2 are as above. The condition on the Hessian of µ3
determines the line bundle L: L = OX(−3). Then E2 ∼= E
∨
1 ⊗ L = 2OX(−2).
The ideal I3 will have the shape I3 = (c1x
2 + c2xy + c3y
2, x3, x2u, xy2, y3),
where c1, c2, c3 are constants. After a change of the homogeneous coordinates
in P3 this ideal takes one of the shapes: I3 = (x
2, xy2, y3) or I3 = (x
3, xy, y3).
Accordingly, for I4 there are two possibilities: I4 = (x
2, y3) or I4 = (xy, x
3+y3).
In the case of codimension greater than 2 one can give examples which are
not globally complete intersections. The simplest are with n = 2.
Example 2.5. Consider a line X embedded in P4. Then:
I
I2
=
(x, y, z)
(x, y, z)2
= 3OX(−1)
We take E1 = OX(−1)⊕OX(r), with r ≥ 0. Consider p1 : I/I
2 → E1 given by
a matrix of the shape (
0 0 1
−b a 0
)
,
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where a,b are forms of degree r + 1 in the homogeneous coordinates u,v on X ,
without common zeroes on X . Then I2 = (ax + by, x
2, xy, xz, yz, y2, z2). The
condition on the Hessian of µ2 determines L = OX(r−1). We take p2 such that
the map µ2 : S
2E1 = OX(−2)⊕OX(r − 1)⊕OX(2r)→ L to be the projection
on the second factor. Then I3 = (ax+ by, x
2, xy, y2, z2)
A similar example can be given for the case dimX = 2:
Example 2.6. In P6 letX be the plane given by the eqations x = y = z = t = 0.
If u, v, w are homogeneous coordinates on X and a, b, c are forms in u, v, w of
the same degree r + 1, then Y defined by the ideal I3 = (bx− ay, cy − bz, az −
cx) + (x, y, z)2 + (t2) is a multiple structure with n = 2 on X .
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